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DESIGNATION OF PARTIES
Pursuant to Rule 24(d), Utah Rules Of Appellate Procedure, appellants Lamar
Hopkins, Joan B. Hopldns and Joan B. Hopkins, Trustee of the Joan B. Hopldns Family
Trust will collectively be referred to herein as "Hopldns" and the appellees Uhrhahn
Construction & Design, Inc. and Roger Uhrhahn will collectively be referred to herein as
the "Uhrhahn".
STATEMENT SHOWING JURISDICTION
The Utah Court of Appeals has jurisdiction in this matter pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. § 78-2a-3(2)(j).
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
(Including standards of appellate review and supporting authority.)
ISSUE ON APPEAL: WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT PROPERLY
INTERPRETED THE CONTRACT ASSOCIATED WITH THIS CASE
AS A MATTER OF LAW AND WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT'S
FINDINGS
AND
CONCLUSIONS
SUPPORT
SUCH
AN
INTERPRETATION.
Applicable Standard of Appellate Review. The appellate court accords a trial
court's conclusions regarding an interpretation of a contract no deference and reviews
them for correctness.

U.S. General, Inc., v. Jenson, 128 P.3d 56 (Utah Ct. App. 2005).

In all actions tried upon the facts without a jury or with an advisory jury, the court shall
find the facts specially and state separately its conclusions of law thereon. Rule 52(a),
Utah R. Civ. P.
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Preservation of Issue: The above stated issue was preserved for appeal by the
following:

Defendants' Closing Argument (R. 190-208); Findings Of Fact And

Conclusions Of Law (308-312); Notice Of Appeal (R. 323-324); and Transcript Of
Hearing, dated February 22, 2006 (R. 441).
ISSUE ON APPEAL:
WHETHER THE TRIAL COURT ERRED
WHEN IT AWARDED APPELLEES COSTS AND ATTORNEY FEES
PURSUANT TO UTAH CODE ANN. § 38-1-11 (UTAH MECHANIC'S
LIEN STATUTE) WHEN IT FAILED TO ENTER SUFFICIENT
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS IN SUPPORT OF ITS AWARD.
Applicable Standard of Appellate Review:

When a trial court's rulings are based

upon a misunderstanding or misapplication of the law, where a correct one would have
produced a different result, the party adversely affected is entitled to have the error
rectified in a proper adjudication under a correct principal of law. Reed v. Avery, 616
P.2d 1374 (Utah 1980); Farris v. Jennings, 595 P.2d 857 (Utah 1979); and Cummings v.
Nielson, 42 Utah 157, 129 Pac. 519 (1912). In all actions tried upon the facts without a
jury or with an advisory jury, the court shall find the facts specially and state separately
its conclusions of law thereon. Rule 52(a), Utah R. Civ. P.
Preservation of Issue: The above stated issue was preserved for appeal by the
following: Defendants' Closing Argument (R. 190-208); Notice Of Objection To
Plaintiffs Submitted Attorney Fees And Costs (R. 298-299); Notice Of Objection To
Proposed Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law (R. 306-307); Findings Of Fact And
Conclusions Of Law (308-312); Notice Of Appeal (R. 323-324); and Transcript Of
Hearing, dated February 22, 2006 (R. 441)
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RELEVANT PORTIONS OF STATUTES AND RULES WHICH ARE OF
DETERMINATIVE AND OF CENTRAL IMPORTANCE ON THE APPEAL
(The statutory provisions set forth below are those that were in force and effect at the
material times herein.)
Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-11. Enforcement - Time for - Lis pendens - Action for debt
no affected - Instructions and form affidavit and motion.
(1) A lien claimant shaI, ;ne a:: action to enforce the her ••.-.• i u-ari ;hc c:;<:pkr
withii Li

^bj i go days from the date the ' :en claimant last performed labor and services
or last furnished equipment or material for a residence, as defined in Section 3811-102.
Code Ann. § 38-1-18. Attorneys1 fees — Offer of judgment.
(1) Except as provided in Section 38-11-107 and in Subsection (2), in any action
brought to enforce any lien under this chapter the successful party shall be entitled to
recover a reasonable attorneys' fee, to be fixed by the court, which shall be taxed as costs
in the action.
Utah

Rule 52, Utah R. Civ. P. Findings By The Court
(a) Effect. In all actions tried upon the facts without a jury or with an advisory
jury, the court shall find the facts specially and state separately its conclusions of law
thereon....
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Nature of the Case, Coui se Of Proceedings, A iici Disposition Below
This case relates to the construction of a residence ("Hopkins Residence") in Big
Cottonwood Canyon. In the Spring of 2002, Hopkins hired Uhrhahn, an experienced and
licensed contractoi , to construct. a.i id complete certain work *'i. mc !iopk;n> Residence
which was then in the initial stages of constraction. Written agreements were reached
which governed the various areas of work that Uhrhahn would complete for Hopkins.
After Uhrhahn began work on the project, the nature and scope of work to be completed
was disputed by the parties. The disputes were not resolved and Uhrhahn eventually left

3

the project uncompleted. Uhrhahn thereafter initiated this litigation against Hopkins
founded on a breach of contract/foreclosure of mechanic's lien theory.
The matter proceeded to trial. Following trial, Judge Leslie A. Lewis ruled that
Uhrhahn was successful in its breach of contract claim. The trial court awarded Uhrhahn
damages and attorney fees pursuant to the Utah Mechanic's lien statute. The trial court
also ruled that the Hopkins Residence be sold. Hopkins thereafter filed this appeal.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
1.

On or about April 30, 2002, Uhrhahn provided several offers or

"proposals" ("Subject Agreements") to complete work for Hopkins related to the
Hopkins Residence that was being constmcted in Big Cottonwood Canyon. (R. 155-162)
Copies of the Subject Agreements are contained in the Addendum at pages 1-8.
2.

Hopkins signed the "Acceptance of Proposal" section of each respective

Subject Agreement on or about May 25, 2002. (R. 155-162)
3.

Uhrhahn thereafter began working on the Hopkins Residence. (R. 439)

4.

During the course of Uhrhahn's work on the Hopkins Residence, Uhrhahn

asserted that the work was more difficult than Hopkins had represented. (R. 439)
5.

Contrary to Uhrhahn's position, Hopkins contended that Uhrhahn had fair

opportunity to evaluate the nature and scope of Uhrhahn's work on the Hopkins
Residence prior to Uhrhahn's offer to complete work on the project. (R. 440)
6.

Hopkins and Uhrhahn did complete one written change order in relation to

work completed on the Hopkins Residence. (R. 440 at page 90; Trial Exhibit 14)
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7.

Hopkins and Uhrhahn, however, did not resolve their disputes, and

Uhrhahn ceased working the Hopkins Residence prior to completion of the work
contemplated by the Subject Agreements. (R. 439 and 440)
8.

On March 28, 2003 Uhrhahn filed its complaint seeking payment for work

Uhrhahn contended it had completed, but had not been paid for.

In its complaint,

Uhrhahn also sought foreclosure of a Mechanic's Lien it had filed on or about October
31,2002. (R. 1-10)
9.

On or about June 9, 2003, an Answer, Counterclaim and Third-Party

Complaint was filed by Hopkins.

Hopkins asserted claims for breach of contract,

wrongful lien, punitive damages and attorney fees. (R. 11-18)
10.

The matter proceeded to trial with Uhrhahn presenting its case on

December 8, 2004 and Hopkins presenting their case on April 26, 2005. (R. 308-312)
11.

Prior to the beginning of Hopkins' case (on April 26, 2005), Hopkins

counsel made an oral motion to dismiss the Urhahan's mechanic's lien claim on the basis
that no evidence had been presented in Urhahan's case which established that Urhahan
had performed labor and services or furnished equipment or material for the Hopkins
Residence within 180 days of Uhrhahn filing its complaint. The trial court denied the
motion. (A transcript of the oral motion and dialogue with the trial court is contained at
R. 440 at pages 1-13.)
12.

Following the presentation of Hopkins' case, the trial court directed the

parties to file written closing arguments. (R. 440 at page 192.)
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13.

On May 23, 2005, Uhrhahn and Hopkins filed written closing arguments.

(R. 132-208)
14.

On September 15, 2005 the trial court issued its Memorandum Decision.

(R. 213-217) A copy of the Memorandum Decision is contained in the Addendum at
pages 9-13.
15.

In its Memorandum Decision, the trial court indicated:

Therefore, the plaintiff is entitled to be reimbursed for work that it
completed pursuant to the bid proposals. In addition, the Court agrees with
the plaintiff that is has satisfied the requisite elements of an implied in fact
contract. In particular, the lack of formal modifications to the bid proposals
does not detract from the Court's conclusion that the defendants asked for
and should have known that the plaintiff would expect to get paid for the
extra work they requested. (R. 215)
16.

The Memorandum Decision concluded by stating that, "the Court schedules

a hearing to fully consider the precise amounts due to plaintiff in light of the foregoing
ruling and the scope of recoverable attorney's fees under Utah Code Annotated §38-118."

Notably, the trial court's Memorandum Decision does not state any facts or

conclusions regarding the validity of Uhrhahn's Mechanic's lien. The trial court then
stated, "Once the Court issues a final ruling on damages and attorney's fees, the
plaintiffs counsel can proceed with drafting the Findings of Fact and Conclusion of Law.
(R.216)
17.
2006.

The trial court held the hearing referenced in paragraph 16 on February 22,

During the hearing, Uhrhahn's counsel provided the Damage Summary Of

Plaintiff And Third-Party Plaintiff. (R. 237)

The trial court then allowed Hopkins one

week to file an objection to Uhrhahn's submitted attorney's fees. (R. 441 at page 6-7) At
6

the conclusion of the hearing, the following dialogue occurred between Hopldns' counsel
and the trial court:
Mr. Cragun: Just briefly, your Honor. It wasn't exactly clear, at
least to us, from your ruling, what the Court's position would be with
regard to attorney's fees under the Mechanic's Lien Statute.
We would request that if the Court does enter and award attorney's
fees in this matter, that there be a specific finding as to the work that was
completed, or the materials that were furnished or provided within the 180
day period immediately proceeding the filing of this action. We do not
believe there is any evidence in the record - or that the evidence is very
clear that there was not any work performed on the project after September
26th, which is outside the 180 days immediately preceding the filing of the
complaint.
Additionally, we do not believe that there is any evidence, or any
credible reliable evidence in the record which establishes that any materials
or equipment were furnished within that time. On that basis, we believe
that mechanic's lien is not valid; and as such, under 38-1-18, that attorney's
fees should not be awarded to the plaintiff. In fact, defendants are entitled
to attorney's fees pursuant to that statutory provision on the basis that we
specifically defeated the lien.
Also, in regard to the principal damage amount, the evidence
presented at trial did - didn't support this full amount. It's tine there was
7

testimony provided at trial where the plaintiff, Mr. Uhrhahn was asked,
"Did you bill this?" Mr. Hopkins was asked, "Do you pay this?" but there
is no documents or information that support this $100,000 plus claim that
has been provided there.
The Court:

So noted.

Mr. Cragun: Very good.
The Court:

Okay, thank you, Counsel.

So I will have an

opportunity to review the pleadings after I get your updates. Okay, thank
you. Once again, good to see all three of you.
Emphasis added. (R. 441 at pages 8-9)
18.

On March 1, 2006, Hopkins' counsel filed a Notice Of Objection To

Plaintiffs Submitted Attorney Fees And Costs on the basis that, "Plaintiff failed to prove
its entitlement to costs and attomey fees under the Utah Mechanic's Lien Statute or any
other basis." (R. 298-299)
19.

On March 13, 2006, Ulirhahn's counsel filed a response to Hopkins'

attorney fees objection. (R. 300-302)
20.

On May 23, 2006, the trial court filed the Court's Ruling regarding attorney

fees and simple stated that the trial court had already ruled on Uhrhahn's entitlement to
attorney fees. The trial court then directed Ulniiahn's counsel to prepare Findings Of
Fact and Conclusions Of Law and an Order. (R. 303-305)
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21.

On May 26, 2006, Uhrhahifs counsel served proposed Findings Of Fact

and Conclusions Of Law on Hopldns' counsel. (R. 312) A copy of the Findings Of Fact
and Conclusions Of Law (R. 308-312) is included in the Addendum at pages 14-18.
22.

On June 1, 2006, Hopldns served a Notice Of Objection To Proposed

Findings Of Fact And Conclusions Of Law. The basis for Hopldns' objection was "The
proposed Findings Of Fact do not set forth any basis which support the award of attorney
fees pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-1, et seq. (2002) ("the Mechanic's Lien Act")".
The Hopldns also requested, "that detailed factual findings be provided to support any
award of attorney fees." (R. 306-307)
23.

The Findings Of Fact and Conclusions. Of Law (as submitted by Uhrhahn)

were filed by the trial court on June 7, 2006. (R. 308)
24.

This appeal was filed on July 3, 2006. (R. 323-324)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

Hopkins contends that the trial court committed error when it entered insufficient
findings and conclusions to support the judgment in this matter. Specifically, the trial
court did not explain its determinations in relation to the contract dispute in this case.
Moreover, the findings and conclusions do not support Uhrhalin's claims in connection
with the Mechanic's Lien Act. For these reasons, the judgment cannot stand.
ARGUMENT
During the proceedings below, Uhrhahn alleged it was entitled to recover damages
for breach of the Subject Agreements and other implied-in-fact agreements, and further
argued that it was entitled to foreclose a mechanic's lien it had filed on the Hopkins
9

Residence. The trial court ruled in favor of Uhrhahn on its claims. It is Hopkins'
position, however, that the trial court committed reversible error when it determined that
Uhrhahn was entitled to damages in amounts beyond what was provided for under the
Subject Agreements. It is Hopkins' further position that Uhrhahn failed to establish its
mechanic's lien claim as a matter of law. With regard to both of these issues, the
Findings Of Fact and Conclusions Of Law which were entered by the trial court are
insufficient to support the judgment entered herein.

BREACH OF CONTRACT CLAIM
It is uncontested that the parties entered into the Subject Agreements which
provided Uhrhalin would complete certain work for Hopkins. Significantly, the Subject
Agreements provide a fixed price for completion of the work set forth therein. Each
agreement contains the following provisions:
We Propose hereby to furnish material and labor - complete in accordance
with the above specifications, for the sum of
.
* * * $ *

All material is guaranteed to be as specified. All work to be completed in a
workmanlike manner according to standard practices. Any alteration or
deviation from above specifications involving extra costs will be executed
only upon written orders, and will become an extra charge over and above
the estimate, (emphasis added)
$z %. %. %. >jc

Acceptance Of Proposal - The above prices, specifications and conditions
are satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized to do the work
as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above.
(Copies of these Agreements are set forth in the Addendum attached hereto
and are also found at R. 155-162.)
10

It is clear that Uhrhahn made the offer to complete work on the Hopldns
Residence. Hopldns accepted Uhrhahn's offer when Hopkins signed the ''Acceptance Of
Proposal" section of the document. The consideration for the contact is established by
the amounts Hopkins would pay Uhrhahn. All material terms are present. As a matter of
law, the Subject Agreements create valid binding contracts.
The trial court erred when it detemiined that the Subject Agreements were no
more than "proposals" containing "estimates" of the amounts that Uhrhahn would charge
for completion of the job. The clear and unambiguous terms of the Subject Agreements
expressly establish that any changes were required to be evidenced by "written orders."
No claimed additional work should have been undertaken or completed by Uhrhahn
without written change orders.
In Hoth v. White, 799 P.2d 213 (Utah Ct App. 1990), another case dealing with a
construction contract, this Court indicated:
Because many of the issues raised in this case also involve the
interpretation of the parties' construction contract, we reiterate that the
cardinal rule in construing any contract is to give effect to the parties'
intentions. Atlas Corp. v. Clovis Natl Bank, 131 P.2d 255, 229 (Utah
1987). These intentions are best detemiined by looking to the terms of the
written agreement, if the agreement is complete and unambiguous. Ron
Case Roofing & Asphalt, Inc. v. Blomquist, 773 P.2d 1382, 1385 (Utah
1989). In the absence of ambiguity, the construction of the document is a
question of law, and the reviewing court is not bound by the trial court's
determination. Terry v. Price Mun. Corp., 784 P.2d 146, 149 (Utah 1989).
Moreover, to the extent there is an ambiguity in the Subject Agreements, that ambiguity
must be construed against Uhrhahn as the drafter of the contract. See, e.g., Sears v.
Riemersma, 655 P.2d 1105, 1107 (Utah 1982) ('The well-established rule in Utah is that
11

any uncertainty with respect to construction of a contract should be resolved against the
party who had drawn the agreement."); Parks Enters., Inc. v. New Century Realty, Inc.,
652 P.2d 918, 920 (Utah 1982)("It is also settled law that a contract will be construed
against the drafter."); In re Estate of Orris, 622 P.2d 337, 339 (Utah 1980) (language of
an ambiguous instrument should be construed most strictly against the party who drafted
the instrument).
As Uhrhahn failed to obtain written approval for additional work related to
purported difficulties or changes that occurred on the project, the prices set forth in the
Subject Agreements established the contractual amounts defendants are obligated to pay,
less the amount for any uncompleted and substandard work. Hopkins paid the amounts
reasonably due and owing under the Subject Agreements based upon the amount of work
that was completed, and therefore no breach on the part of Hopkins has occurred. For
these reasons, Uhrhahn's breach of contract claim is without merit. Significantly, the
finding and conclusions provided by the trial court do not set forth why any other legal
analysis should apply to this case.
MECHANIC'S LIEN CLAIM
Uhrhahn's counsel asserted during opening statement that this matter was a simple
mechanic's lien case. (R. 439 at page 4) The mechanic's lien statutory scheme which
existed during all material times herein states in relevant part:
(1) A lien claimant shall file an action to enforce the lien filed under this
chapter within: ...(b) 180 days from the date the lien claimant last
performed labor or services or last furnished equipment or material for a
residence, as defined in Section 33-11-102.

12

U.C.A. §38-1-11 (2002)
The Hopkins Residence, which is the subject of this dispute, clearly falls within the
statutory definition of residence.
It was Uhrhahn's burden to prove that it was entitled to a lien and that it fully
complied with the statute. (See, Govert Copier Painting v. Van Leeuwen, 801 P.2d 163
(Utah Ct. App. 1990); Martindale v. Adams, 111 P.2d 514, 516 (Utah Ct. App. 1989);
and Hathaway v. United Tintic Mines Co., 42 Utah 520, 132 P. 388 (1913).)
Uhrhahn did not carry its burden because it did not establish that any labor or
services were performed or that equipment or material was furnished or provided within
the 180 day period immediately preceding the date the its complaint was filed. Neither
did the trial court make such findings. The complaint was filed on March 28, 2003. As
such, because Uhrhahn failed to meet its burden of establishing that labor or sendees
were performed or equipment or material furnished or provided on or after September 30,
2002, its lien claim must fail as a matter of law. (See, AAA Fencing Co., Raintree Dev. &
Energy Co., 714 P.2d 289 (Utah 1986)("An untimely action under this section is
jurisdictional and forecloses the rights of the parties.")
The testimony at trial regarding the last day of work on the project was clear and
unambiguous:
Mr. Martineau:

Now, your work on the job was really completed on

August the 1st of 2002; was it not?
Mr. Uhrhahn: Can you repeat that? I didn't hear the first part. What - -
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Q.

Your work on the job, on the Hopkins' job, was completed on

August 1st, 2002; was it not?
A.

No, it was not. The last day on the Hopkins job was September

26th. That was the last day we were doing excavation for him, and the time we had
the disagreement over one portion of it.
Q.

And did you meet with him on that date?

A.

Yes.

Q.

And how do you arrive at that? What are you looking at?

A.

Fm looking at the log book, page 186. It says, "Finish (inaudible).'5

Oh, Fm sorry, it's 26, page 185.
Q.

What's the date again?
The Court:

It's September 26th.

Q.

By Mr. Martineau: The date is when?

A

September 26 . There's three matters on Hopkins with the track

hoe. That was the last day that we were ever on his job.
(R. 439 at pages 196-196)
# # # # #

Mr. Martineau: Okay. So Fm clear, when do you say the last work you
did on the job was? That was when the five loads?
Mr. Uhrhahn: No, that was not. The last day recorded was September 26 .
(R. 439 at page 197)
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Thus, from Uhrhahn's own testimony and a review of the logbook (which logbook
speaks for itself with the exception of minor alterations which Uhrhahn testified he made
subsequent to the completion of the project), there is no question that labor or services
were not performed within the 180 day period immediately preceding the date the
complaint was filed. Likewise, there was no viable evidence presented in Uhrhahn's
case (nor included in the trial court's findings) that establishes equipment or materials
were furnished or provided on or after September 30,2002.
Prior to the beginning of Hopldns' case, Hopkins' counsel made an oral motion to
dismiss the mechanic's lien claim on the basis that § 38-1-11 had not been complied with.
Hopldns asserted Uhrhahn's action had not been commenced in a timely manner. While
the trial court denied Hopkins' motion, there has never been an explanation of how
Uhrhan met his burden in relation to the mechanic's lien claim in this case.
INSUFFICIENCY OF THE FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
Rule 52(a), Utah R. Civ P. states in relevant part, "In all actions tried upon the
facts without a jury or with an advisory jury, the court shall find the facts specially and
state separately its conclusions of law thereon." It is true that although the court may ask
the prevailing counsel to submit findings to aid the court in making these necessary
findings, the court should not "mechanically adopt" these findings. Boyer Co. v. Lignell,
567P.2d 1112, 1113-4 (Utah 1977).
Proper findings are essential to enable appellate courts to perform their function of
assuring that the findings support the judgment and that evidence supports findings.
Bastian v. King, 661 P.2d 953 (Utah 1982). Moreover, it is the trial court's duty to make
15

findings of fact with respect to all contested issues in a case. Quagliana v. Ezquisiie
Home Builders, Inc., 538 P.2d 301 (Utah 1975). The trial court's ruling must be based on
adequate findings of fact and on the law; thus, a decision premised on flawed legal
conclusions constitutes an abuse of discretion. Searle v. Searle, 38 P.3d 307 (Utah Ct.
App. 2001). A trial court's findings of fact must show that the trial court's judgment
follows from and is logically supported by the evidence, and should be sufficiently
detailed and include enough subsidiary facts to disclose steps by which the ultimate
conclusion on each factual issue was reached. Butler, Crockett and Walsh Development
Corp. v. Pinecrest Pipeline Operating Co., 909 P.2d 225 (Utah 1995). No judgment can
properly be rendered until there is a finding on all material issues in a case. TJwmas v.
Farrell, 26 P.2d 328 (Utah 1933).
The Findings Of Fact entered by the trial court in this case consist of ten single
sentence paragraphs. These findings do not discuss what work was contemplated by the
"proposals" and what "additional work" was completed by Uhrhahn. The findings do not
state the terms and conditions of any additional contracts on which the trial court awarded
damages. The findings do not support the trial court's conclusion of law that an implied
in fact contract existed.
The findings and conclusions are somewhat ambiguous in that paragraph 19 states,
"Even if the bid proposals constituted a contract, based upon Mr. Hopkins'
misrepresentations and conduct in continually requesting additional work beyond the
scope of Uhrhahn Construction's initial bid proposals, Plaintiff was entitled to consider
the contract voidable." This conclusion is unclear for two reasons. First, it seems to
16

create a question as to whether the "bid proposals" are contracts. Second, there is a
question as to whether Uhrhahn declared the contract(s) void. This is important because
there must of necessity be a contract in order for Uhrhahn's mechanic's lien to be valid.
The findings of fact do not mention any facts at all that relate to Uhrhahn's
mechanic's lien claim. There is no finding regarding the date Uhrhahn last performed
labor and services or last furnished equipment or material on the Hopkins Residence.
Consequently, there are no facts stated which support the trial court's conclusion that,
"Plaintiff has satisfied the requisite elements of Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-1, et seq (2002)
("the Mechanic's Lien Act"). It simply cannot be determined how the trial court reached
its conclusion that Uhiiiahn is entitled to attorney fees and to sell the Hopkins' Residence
under the Mechanic's Lien Act.
Hopkins raised the mechanic's lien issue at trial, at subsequent hearings with the
court, and in objections filed with the court. Uhrhahn has been placed on full notice of
Hopkins' concerns. The explanation regarding the lack of findings is clear: There is no
evidence in the record that supports the validity of the mechanic's lien in this case.
CONCLUSION
The findings of fact and conclusions of law entered by the trial court are
insufficient and do not support the judgment entered in this case. It is unclear how the
trial court reached its conclusions. Without factual support, the trial court's judgment
camiot stand. The judgment in this matter must be reversed.
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UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84121
(801) 9 4 3 - 2 9 6 0

["PHONE _

JSAl SUBMITTED TO

Lamar

_ _

_ _

DATE

4-3O2002

Hopkins

T

JOB NAME

Home f o r J o a n & Lamar

6974 S o . Twin A s p e n Cove
STATE AND 2IP COO£

S.L.C.,

Hopkins

JOB LOCATION

Utah

'

Silver

84121

I7ECT

F o r k L o t 011
JOB PHONE

DATE Of PLANS

. Bates J , ^ j L ° S ^

ates

Aug. 1 9 , 2001
J

. ,_L±A

•

i

hereby submit specifications a n d e s t i m a t e s tor

Footings:
(T-l)

88 . L i n .

(F-2)

250 L m . F t .

(F-3)

4-pads_

(F~4)

2-pads

(F-5)

52 L m . F t .

Jnclude^d

Tt .

x s ajLl LabjDr & M a t e r i a l s

to_ c o m p l e t e

foo_tings.

Exclusions:
Pump JTrucJk, G r a d i n g , g r a v e l ,

p e r m i t s ^ £» f e e s

,EAji

:E0P p r u p D B r

hereby to furnish material and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications. 1or the sum of

S i x T h o u s a n d S e v e n H u n d r e d and E i g h t y D o l l a r s
ncnl to bt made as follows:
At t i m e of c o m p l e t i o n .

i«Urul i i gu*r*nl»«d U» b-t * i specified AH work to b» complol»d in * *orkmanllk«
>«r accoiamg lo »t»n<J»nd p/»cbc«i Any ilUrjtian Of deviation Irom «bov« »p*clf»c»
involving cxir* co*U vill b« m c u u d only upon *ritl«n o r t t r j , and wlH txrcom* * n
ov«t And »bcv% t h * t i l i m a U All agrecmantl contingent upon strike! accrtanti
•yond cur conl/ol D~n«r to carry fir«, tornado and oln*r rHK»a»ary lniuranca
• r« lull* cov«r»d by W w k m a n ' i Comp«n*aUon tnturanca

conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted.

You are authorized

CT

6,780-00

Authorized
Signature
N o t e This proposal m a y be
Withdrawn by US tf not accepted W i t h i n .

— Trve above prices, specifications
o The work as specified Payment will be made as outlined above

.dollars

•'
Stgnatup

^

:/-<&.?<*
/

10

.clays

Addendi
-Qir

\cz;£->

mi

=t

02

02

PLA-1B
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prnpnBal

Pages

of

Page No

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 2 1

(801) 943-2960

OSAL SUBMITTED TO

DATt

PHONt

4-30-2002

Lamar Hopkins

n

JOB NAME

Home for Joan & Lamar Hopkins

6974 So. Twin Aspen Cove
STATE AND 2lP CODE

S.L.C.,

JOD LOCATION

Utah

S x l v e r Fork L o t 01]

84121

inter

JOB PHONI

DATE Of PLANS

Aug. 19, 2001

Bates & A s s o c i a t e s
hereby s u b m i t specifications a n d estimates lor

Concrete Foundation;
60 1

8"X9-' wall

77'
81

8 M X3' vail

52'

6,,X4, wall

3_

9 1 corners

1_

8* corner

11

41

2

Angles

8^

Steps & Bulkheads

2

16" sono tube columns

8"X7l_wall

corners

Exclusions:
Pump Trucks permits £ Fees *_JBo Id downs and other
lnbeds^ _ ^^Installation of these is included). _

JBP p r c p D B P

hereby to furnish material and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications, for the sum of

Seven Thousand and Twenty-Nine D o l l a r s

dollars ( $ ,

7,029.00

J

merit to be made as follows

At Time of

completion

nJitri^J ts gu*f«nt«*<j lo b« »» ip«cilt«d All work lo t x compt«i«d in » workmanlike
ner *ccorcinfi lo »Unfl*rc pr»cUc«i Any >lu#»lion ex o«v»*bon trom »bov* specific*
i tr IVM^C catr* coitj wiW be «*«cul«d only upon written orders, and will b « o n » an
ov«r and above th» o h m a u AH »irt*rn«nU contingent upon i l n k t t i c c K k n U
•500C our control O n M t to carry Ut«, tornado arn3 olntf n«t*tv»r> tmuranca
* / • fully covered by Workman's Comp*ni*llofi ln»ur»nc«

Authored
Signature _
Note. This proposal may be
withdrawn by us if not accepted within.

10

days

J

rrpptanrr of 5PrDprijBal — The above prices, specifications
conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted
You are authorized
Jo The work as specified P a y m e n t w i l l b« marie a< n u i i m * ^ * K ^ W «

Signa

Addendl
02

ct
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of

Page No.

•proposal

Pages

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 84121
(801) 943-2960

K3SAL SUBMITTED TO.

f PHONE

DATE

4-30-2002

Lamar Hopkins
XT

-

•—

—

JOB NAMt

6974 So. Twin Aspen Cove

HoTne For Joan & Lamar Hopkins

. STA7£ AND 2lf> CODE

JOB LOCATION

S.L.C. , Utah

8412.1

-ilTCCT

,-

Silver.Fork,

Lot Oil
JOB PHONE

DATE OF PLAMS

Bates & A s s o c i a t e s

Aug. 1 9 , 2001

i

e hereby submit specifications and estimates tor:
rC

_.......«..........
..EQ.uJi.d.a.ti.Qri...W.^x.ex...T.r.o.Qf.i^R.;,

......

~W
..G.eotech,.Drai i Tia^e >- .Fa^

£Jjd?KJQJQL.A9SLl

_...i

^_ ^

...MejnQhrane.^

$.L^§6.0Ji0P_

^

$2,200.00,

$4,160.00

Includes all Labor & Materials:

tyropDBV

hereby to furnish material and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications, for the sum of:

Four Thousand One Hundred and Sixty Dollars

dollars ( $ .

ment to be made as lollows:

4,160.00

J.

At time of c o m p l e t i o n

— " t r i a l h guarenleed to b* * i *p*cttied. All work lo be completed in ft woorruntUe
,-eetording to ltftnderd practical. Any »ii«r»lion or deviation from above ipecllic*'
ig i»lra co»u will b* •>«cut«ti only upon written order*, end will become i n
over end above the eatimete. AU agretmanlt contingent upon strikes, accident*
f\ beyond our coMrot. Owner lo cerry lire, lomad© end other necenary ln»urance.
workeii ere fulry covered by WorVmen't Comoenxetlon Iniurarvce.

Authorized
Signature _ - _

.

N o t e : This proposal m a y be
w i t h d r a w n by US it not accepted within -

10

days.

.rrpplanrp of JJrnpDBoi — The above pricei, specifics!
« "«^;i!n n < am tatkfarinrv anrt ar#» hereby accepted.

You are authorized

I ^

ct
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Pages
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Page No.

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY, U T A H 84121
(801) 943-2960

OSAL S U B M l T U D TO

DAT!

\ PHONE

4-30-2002

Lamar H o p k i n s
a

JOB KAME

Home f o r J o a n

6974 S o . Twin Aspen Cove
SlATf AND IIP CODt

S.L.C.,

& Lamar H o p k i n s

JOB LOCATION

Utah

84121

__

.__

:

Silver Pork,

\

L o t 011
JOB

DAT£ O f FLANS

Au?> 19 2 0 0 1

Bates & Associates

PHOhl

I

hereby submit ^petrifications a n d estimates lor:

Durisol
Concrete Wood Blocks:

Scope of the work to include: Installation of wood block syjstein^
steel and concrete as specified in the Durisol installation
specifications.

•

Labor to include, steel and concrete.

Exclusions:
Durisol vood blocks by ovner, pump truck by owner -

Jpte:

This..._b_id.__i^

_

:Rpu^h„3lujmbin^.,

_.

&9J2JL..2LIwe 2£.L.„a™ajj|e^
ani.Jp„yEh...lLl£lLi£ilJ

;££^P.l.?i.?....?.k?._?]^?ZS.. i

t

r e

s

JP _

as t

^

le

sjD„.Mtha_t_>we_jca_n

D u r i s o l s y s t e m i s ...e.L?.£^.L4.:..

±.3T<=>—
§p IpTDpDBP

hereby

to

furnish

materia! and

labor — c o m p l e t e

i g h t e e n T h o u s a n d N i n e Hundred and S i x t y - F o u r

in

Dollars

tent to be made as follows.:

•

accordance

with above

s p e c i f i c a t i o n s , lor

the

sum

of:

18,964.00
dollars ($..

-

)

•

At t i m e of c o m p l e t i o n

•taria) ii fu«f«rtt»»£ to b* at sp*ci r i«d. All vorV to b« completed in a workmanlike
•r according to »landart piactkra*. Any aUaration or Owialion Irom abovt *p*cllica'--—^'--g t*tra colli will b* • • • c u U C only upon viitton orC»n. *n«J will thecoma an
iv«r and abova tha aiiim-ata. All agrt«mant» contingent upon iUfras, accktanl*
__ .one oui control. Chmnmt to carry f i n , tornado and othar na-c«»vary Inmranca.
>rt ar« lulty cov«»»<i b> Workman'* Comp*ni-»tion ln«ur»nca.

Authorized
Signature Note; This proposal may be
withdrawn by us if not accepted within-

10

.days.

Addendum
— The above prices, specifications
conditions are satisfactory and are hereby accepted.

You are authorized

:t
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Page No.

PropoBal

, Pages

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 84121
(801) 943-2960

DSAL SUBMITTED 10

DATt

j PHONE

4-30-2002

Lamar H o p k i n s
JOB NAMfc

Home f o r

6974 So. Twin Aspen Cove
StAT£ AND 2IP C0DI

S.L.C.,

J o a n & Lamar

Hopkins

JOB LOCATION

Utah

Silver

84121

'MCI

DATt Of

Fork,

Lot

011
JOB

PLANS

PHON£

^ ^ l i L e A . A As sjoj^igjz^es
hereby submit specifications and estimates lor:

Hough P I xxmbing:

^r„S.<?..f.}'.,..J2^.1?..z. 5

?-Showers
^.-..Toilets
...3~_Basins

#££.„

1- Kitchen sink
1- Dishwasher & Disposal-rough-in only
2- exterior hose bibs
1- Piping for laundry
1- Mechanical room floor drain
a rr ...sewer stubed out 5' from bldg.
1- Installation' of all fixtures-E^clujsioiLs.- -...-

- —

~ -

I^S^^^JPSI^J^JLJ^S^Z.

BBp jpropDBF hereby to furnish materia! and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications, tor the sum of;
S i y T h n n s a r i r i F.i f h t
en! to be made as follows:

Vhmdred

rinllarstf

Dollars

At t i m e of

6,800.00

completion

itafial h gu»»«nii<xl to h* MI sp*cif««d. Ail work lo b« complotad in * v»ortmanllk«
JI according lo lUnflart ptaclicai. Any *ltw*tion or d«v»»Uon from »bov* » p « l l i c * '
inwoJving 9*\TA cost* v*ill b« «»«cui»o only upon written oro«n, »nd will fcxtomt »n
" h " B » «vtr *nd *bovt th« • JlimaU. AH *g r»<m«nl» contingent upon strikes, acc&anU
>IKJ our control. 0 * n » r to carry fit*,-tornado and oihtr na<«»s«ry »n»ur»rvc».
• fully cotaraO by Workman'* Comp«nt*\lon lnturanca.

— Th* above prices, specifications
:ondilions ar* satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized
the work as specified. Payment will be made as outlined above.

Authorized

Signature .
Note: This proposal may be
withdrawn by us it no! accepted within.

10

.days,

J

4zS

Signature

Addendiflu

\crrQ

ct

0 2 02
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01:15p

of

Page No.

proposal

Pages

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7 5 0 8 S 230O E
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 8 4 1 2 J

(801) 943-2960

•OSAL SUBMITTED TO

-

-•

--

-

["PHONE

Lamar Hopkins

;.:-

"DATE

•-

"

"

4-30-2002

[

n

JOB NAME

Home f o r Joan & Lamar Hopkins

6974 So. Twin Aspen Cove
STATE AND 2IP CODE

S.L.C,

JOB LOCATION

Utah

8412J

S i l v e r F o r k , Lot 0IJ

inter

DATE OF PLANS

.Bates & Associates

JOB PHONE

j

Aug, 19, 2001

1

J

'.-.."

: hereby submit specilicaiions and estimates lor:

Electrical:
35... Du.pl e ^

6 Phone .outlets

28 Si_ngl e_.pc[1 e sjwitches

1 Drv er... Cir cu i t 30_ AMP.,.2 20.... V

1.0.3 jwav^ sv i t c h e s _

] Dishwasher

x

1 Ground rod system

outlets
flote:

19 Recess can outlets
2 Ceiling fan outlets

Bid includes all S w i t c h e s , o u t l e t s , pistes.

3 Track light

Recessed

outlets

2 Bath v e n t / h e a t / fan unit
2 vent fan

to outside

1 door bell

system

Exclusions:

outlets

fees.and

permits.

.Qy-£Th£.3$....-..9.X y.B d £ X g rpun.cl„...s.ex.v.ic..^..-

......

door opener pre-wire

4 T.V. Outlets

Jp JJropDBf

installation-

outlets

7 GF1 plugs
i garage

cans and fixture

F i x t u r e s , Can Trims', UP&L connections,

4 Fire/ smoke, detector

( RG-6)

hereby to furnish material and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications, lor the sum of:

Seven Thousand Nine Hundred and Twenty Dollars
men!

c i rcuit. .

1 200 A M P Service P ^ n a l J O ckt

_ 1_ 6 __Wa 11 1 i ght ou 11 e t s
1.5' Ceiling light

_

;

to be made as follows:

dollars ($ .

7,920.00

-).

At time of completion

n i l t f u l it j u u i n l H d to U *» tp»cifi«c3. AU work \c b* compJcUd in « v»or>manJlke
n«f •ccoroini to lUndard pj«ciic»«. Any »ll«r»tion Of d*v»»tion |n>m »bova tpxrclfkii n | «aW« cost* will b« tx«cui»<d only upon writ (en o r o m , *r»d will become *n
ovar »nfi »bov* thi • M i m a U . AD > t u c m i n U contingent upon ilriWei, »cc»d«nU
rono" our control. Owner to c#rry lift, torn»4o and oltw n«c«»i*ry lnwr»r>ct.
»r* fully ^ v t r n J by Vror*rrnn'» Comp*nutlon Inturanc*.

— Th« above prices, specifications
i conditions art satisfactory and are hereby accepted. You are authorized

Authorized
Signature Note; This proposal may be
withdrawn by us if no4 accepted within.

Signature

10

-days.

Addendii&i
06

t

02 02

PLA4 G

01:13p

of

Page No.

^rnposal

Paget

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 8 4 1 2 1
(801) 943-2960

DSAL SUBMIT!ED TO

La-mar H o p k i n s
.

1

697 4 S o . Twin A s p e n

I DATE

1

J

4-30-2002

JOB NAME

Home f o r J o a n & Lamar

Cove

STATT AND 2 l P COD£

S.L.C.,

\ PH&N£

Hopkins

JOB LOCATION

Utah

Silver Fork,

84121

1£C1

,

L o t 011 .
JOB PHONl

tXAlL OF PlANS

a t e s &< As so c i a t e s

J l u g . 19, 2001

j

hereby s u b m i t spodJicalions a n d e s t i m a t e s lor:

..CJb.ncr.c:.t.e.„.Sla.b.s.;
..^Z...^r..av.eJ....lox.....b.asem„ent

_

..4.!.! T....j3.as..e.me.n.t.....s.l.ab

_

...2 \L.-....ilgh.t „..wej^^
...4 | l.r

g ray. el......for g arage

4.1L J z....E§xk^^..O:0.9X.... _

._

._
„ _

.

_

u

„

_

All Labor & Materials included.

Exclusions:
Main floor.slab mesh_by hydronic contractor, pump truck,
Permits & fees.

5BF p r o p D B P
welve Thousand

.

_

hereby to lurnish material and labor — complete in accordance with above specifications, for the sum of:
S i x H u n d r e d and S e v e n t y

Dollars

. dollars (5,

12,670.00

^ent to be made as loliows:

At t i m e of c o m p l e t i o n .

.AttrUi n fuar»nU»<2 lo b« * i *p*cili«d. Alt *»orii to t » comptoUd in « v»or1im*nllH»
— *-'*>rding lo *t*nd»rd pt»ctic*». Any »ltw»tkin or deviation t/om »bov« ip«slfk;*«
r\g extr* co*U **»H b». «»»cut«d only upon written ortlar*. »r*d will b«tomi an
owif »rvj »bov« th« atiirnat*. AH »gr«cm«nU contingent upon *ttlk«s, »cckJ«nU
yond out control. 0*nmt lo emtry tift. tornado «nd o4h*r rt*c«*t«ry i n i u n n c t .
i n «r« tulty cov«/*d by Workrrnn'i Comp«nMllon lntur»nc«.

— The above prices, specifications
conditions are satisfactory and arc hereby accepted. You are authorized

Authorized
Signature .
Note: This proposal may be
withdrawn by us if not accepted within-

Signaturc^^

10

.days.

t

02 02

PLA-1H

01:13p

of

Page No.

^TDpDBZll

Pages

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN
7508 S 2300 E
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH 8 4 1 2 ]

(801) 9 4 3 - 2 9 6 0

SAL

suBMintD TO

4-30-2002

Lamar Hopkins

Hoioe. for Joan & Lamar Hopkins

6974 So. Twin Aspen Cove
»TATl AND 2JP CODE

S.L.-C,

JOB LOCATION

Utah

Silver

84121

Fork,

L o t Oil
JOB PHONl

DA7£ Of P^ANS

Auft.

at-es & A s s o c i a t e s

1 9 , 2 001

hc/cby submit specifications a n d estimates tor:

..ELQ.ugK...FraTning.:

...JEr.aming...is a lab.px...p.rAc.e.....pxily.3 MaX€XA.a.ls t.o....be f.urn.lshe_d by... owpex,
...La.b.o.r....,.t..Q Include ix..a.min.g....g.f aJI_.._f.l.opr_s a.nd roof.„„s.trTjcture... ...and._all._
...ln.t.e..r.i.Q.X...„'wa.lls..3 in.cl„y.d.e.d i.s .ins„t>a.lla,t>i_ori..>.p-f injs.ula-t,e_d roof pari el.
...sys_te_Tru

•_

j

.;

Exclusions:
Crane, Fasteners, HoIddowns, decks, and interior
and exterior finnish carpentry.
£.exiia.t.s...A-.J.e.e.s..,.._

HBp

ine-

JropDBP

hereby

to

furnish

m a t e r i a l and

_

.....

labor —- c o m p l e t e

in

Thousand Seven Hundred D o l l a r s

accordance

with

.

above

specifications, for

dollars ($

t h e sunn

of:

9 ,700-00

j'

lent lo be made as.follows:

At t i m e of

completion

Jla»iil i i gu*r*nlMd to b* • • sp<«:ili.r<i. All worV lo b« compkt»d in i worknunl^t
i«r »ccDroin| lo »l»n<L»fd p r » c t k « * Ajiy t i t r a t i o n Of deviation Irom »bov« ip*cWioinvolving eitr* <o*U will bt »>«cu<«4 onJy upon written ortitra., and wiH become an
i t Ov«/ *nd • bovt tti«'«3'lU7v»ta. AJi i g n « m i n l i continent upon strilm. accitimU
btyond ou/ contioi. 0 * n i r to c»rry 6r«, lornadc »n<J oth«r n K i i u r ) imuranct.
*«u *r» fully cov«r*d by Workman*» Comp«nv»tl0fl ln»ur»nc».

Authorised
Signature _
Note: This proposal may be
withdrawn by us it not accepted within.

You are au1hori2ed

day!.
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— The above prices, specifications
conditions are satisfactory and arc hereby accepted.

10

itnslure -' ,-Aa^
Signature

~*—

^~^/'

as-
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT
IN AND FOR SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION & DESIGN,
INC., a Utah corporation,

MEMORANDUM DECISION
CASE NO.

030907071

Plaintiff,
vs.
LAJ4AR HOPKINS and JOAN P. HOPKINS,
^

Defendants.
LAMAR HOPKINS and JOAN B. HOPKINS,
Trustee of the JOAN B. HOPKINS
FAMILY TRUST,

»<

;

SEP 1 9 2005
LAWOl R O ^ - O F

Third Party Plaintiffs,
vs.
ROGER UHRHAHN,
Third Party Defendant.

This matter came before the Court for a bifurcated two-day bench
trial on December 8, 2004, and April 26, 2005.

At the conclusion of the

trial, the Court instructed counsel to submit their closing arguments by
way of memorandum.
Briefs.

On May 23, 2005, counsel filed their Closing Argument

Having now had an opportunity to review and consider the file

in this matter, the trial Exhibits which were received into evidence, the
testimony that was adduced during the trial and counsels' Closing Briefs,
the Court rules as stated herein.
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LEGAL ANALYSIS
At the outset, the Court notes that the factual overview and legal
arguments

presented

in

the plaintiff's

Closing

Argument

Brief

are

generally consistent with this Court's findings of fact and conclusions
of law.

Therefore, counsel for the plaintiff

is to prepare formal

V.

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law incorporating

the following

findings and rulings:
First, the Court

finds that the proposals which

the plaintiff

submitted for the partial construction of the defendants' home were
estimates of the amount that would be charged for the completion of the
job.

However, after the plaintiff began working on the defendants' home,

defendant Lamar Hopkins ("Mr. Hopkins") frequently made new requests
increased the scope of the plaintiff's responsibilities.

and

This ultimately

resulted in the plaintiff taking on and completing a substantial amount
of work which had not been originally contemplated, under the proposals
originally submitted to the defendants.
In addition to the expansion of work, the plaintiff was required to
dedicate far more time to the installation of the Durisol blocks on the
defendants' home because

they were

"deformed "

Uhrhahn, Mr. Dorney and Mr. Hille, which

Testimony

the Court

from Mr.

found credible,

indicated that the blocks provided by the defendants were not symmetrical
or properly formed, resulting in a much more difficult installation.

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION
V. HOPKINS
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Despite the expansion in work and the additional requisite labor and
the difficulties encountered by the plaintiff, the Court finds that
plaintiff

continued

professionalism.

to

perform

The defendants,

its

work

with

in turn, continued

diligence
to accept

and
the

benefits of the plaintiff's hard work, while at the same time refusing
to*pay plaintiff the full amounts due.
Based on the foregoing and for reasons more specifically articulated
in the plaintiff's Closing Argument Brief, the Court rules in favor of
the plaintiff and against the defendants on their Counterclaim and Thirdparty claims.

Specifically, the Court concludes that the plaintiff is

entitled to damages for work performed under both express and implied
contracts with the defendants (and more specifically with Mr. Hopkins).
Therefore, the plaintiff is entitled to be reimbursed for work that
it completed pursuant to the bid proposals.

In addition, the Court

agrees with the plaintiff that it has satisfied the requisite elements
of an implied in fact contract.

In particular, the lack of formal

modifications to the bid proposals does not detract from the Court's
conclusion that the defendants asked for and should have known that the
plaintiff would expect to get paid for the extra work they requested.
In addition, the Court is satisfied that the defendants are ultimately
responsible for the additional costs stemming from the deformed Durisol
blocks which they provided to the plaintiff for installation.

UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION
V. HOPKINS
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Further, as indicated above, the Court rules that the defendants
have failed to prove their Counterclaim and Third-party claim.

The Court

rules that Mr. Uhrhahn did not file a wrongful lien. Moreover, the Court
rules that based on Mr. Hopkins' misrepresentations

and his general

conduct in continually asking for work that exceeded the scope of the
parties' contract, the plaintiff was entitled to eventually declare or
consider the contract voidable.

Therefore, the Court rules against the

defendants on their breach of contract claim.
That brings the Court to the final issues of damages and attorney's
fees to which the plaintiff is entitled.

While the plaintiff's Closing

Argument Brief provides a preliminary damages calculation, the Court
schedules a hearing to fully consider the precise amounts due to the
plaintiff in light of the foregoing ruling and the scope of recoverable
attorney's fees under Utah Code Annotated

§38-1-18.

scheduled for December 15, 2005, at 10:00 a.m.

The hearing is

Once the Court issues a

final ruling on damages and attorney's fees, the plaintiff's counsel can
proceed with drafting the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law.
Dated this

&

day of September, 2005

v
LESLIE A. LEWIS
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE
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MAILING CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that I mailed a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Memorandum Decision, to the following, this

*Q

day of

September, 2005:

Nan T. Bassett
Attorney for Plaintiff and
Third Party Defendants
10 Exchange Place, Fourth Floor
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Ray G. Martineau
Anthony R. Martineau
Brett: D. Cragun
Attorneys for Defendants
3098 Highland Drive, Suite 450
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106
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NANT. BASSETT-#8909
KIPP AND CHRISTIAN, P.C.
Attorneys for Plaintiff and Third-Party Defendants
Fourth Floor
10 Exchange Place
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801)521-3773

Third Judicial District

J U N - 7 2006
SALT,tA"
By0

Peput/Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH
UHRHAHN CONSTRUCTION &
DESIGN, INC., a Utah corporation,
Plaintiff,

FINDINGS OF FACT
AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

vs.
LAMAR HOPKINS and JOAN P.
HOPKINS
Defendants.

LAMAR HOPKINS and JOAN B.
HOPKINS, Trustee of the JOAN B. '
HOPKINS FAMILY TRUST,

Civil No. 030907071
Judge Leslie A. Lewis

Third-Party Plaintiffs,
vs.
ROGER UHRHAHN,
Third-Party Defendant

This case was tried before the Court on December 8, 2004 for the Plaintiff's case
and April 26, 2005 for the Defendants' case. Based on the evidence presented, the Court
makes the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law:
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I.

FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

In approximately May of 2002, Plaintiff and Counterclaim Defendant Uhrhahn

Construction and Design, Inc. (collectively "Plaintiff" or "Uhrhahn Construction") submitted
proposals for the partial construction of Defendants' home.
2.

After construction began on Defendants' home, Defendant Lamar Hopkins

("Mr. Hopkins") made several requests for additional work to the home which was not
included in the initial proposals.
3.

Uhrhahn Construct/on compteted a substantial amount of the additional work

requested by Mr. Hopkins.
4.

During the initial bidding process, Mr. Hopkins requested installation of

DurisQl blocks on the home rather than standard cinder blocks.
5.

Mr. Hopkins represented to Rodger Uhrhahn ("Mr. Uhrhahn")1 thatthe Durisol

blocks were easier to install than traditional cinder block and would take half the time.
6.

In addition to his verbal representations about the Durisol blocks, Mr. Hopkins

gave Mr. Uhrhahn written information about the blocks, which turned out to be incomplete.
7.

Mr. Hopkins purchased and supplied the Durisol blocks himself.

8.

The Durisol blocks Mr. Hopkins provided were deformed, requiring Plaintiff

to expend a substantial amount of additional time to install the blocks, above and beyond
the initial proposal amount.
1

Rodger Uhrhahn is also the Third-Party Defendant.
-2-
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9.

Uhrhahn Construction performed its work with diligence and professionalism,

despite the unexpected difficulty and additional work required to install the deformed
Durisol blocks.
10.

Defendants continually accepted the benefits of Plaintiff's hard work on

installation of the Durisol Block and completion of extra requested work, while refusing to
pay Uhrhahn Construction the amounts owing for such work.
11.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

11.

Based on the foregoing, the Court rules in favor of the Plaintiff and against

Defendants on Defendants' Counterclaim and Third-Party Complaint.
12.

Plaintiff has satisfied the requisite elements of Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-1, et

seq (2002) ("the Mechanic's Lien Act").
1[3.

Plaintiff has satisfied the requisites of an implied in fact contract.

14.

That the majority of modifications to the bid proposals were informal, does

not detract from the conclusion that Defendants requested and should have known Plaintiff
would expect to be paid for the extra requested work.
15.

Plaintiff is entitled to recover under the Mechanic's Lien Act for the work

completed and materials provided pursuant to the bid proposals and an implied in fact
contract.
16.

Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs have failed to establish their wrongful lien

claim under Utah Code Ann. § 38-1-25 (2002).

-3-
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17.

Defendants/Third-Party Plaintiffs have failed to establish their breach of

contract claim against Uhrhahn and Mr. Uhrhahn personally.
18.

Uhrhahn Construction and Rodger Uhrhahn are entitled to a judgment of no

cause of action on both the breach of contract and wrongful lien claims.
19.

Even if the bid proposals constituted a contract, based upon Mr. Hopkins'

misrepresentations and conduct in continually requesting additional work beyond the scope
of Uhrhahn Construction's initial bid proposals, Plaintiff was entitled to consider the
contract voidable.
20.

Plaintiff is entitled to recover the following damages:
Principal damages
Attorneys' fees and costs pusuant
to U.C.A. § 38-1-18
Prejudgment interest
Total:

21.

$ 62,386.29
36,945.86
20,658.91
$11.9,991.06

Plaintiff is further entitled to an order for the sell of the property at issue

pursuant to U.C.A. § 38-1-15.
DATED this

(J

day of .

Ui^n^JL^^
W

, 2006.

BY THE COURT:

iKH:M:k^^L
,yj,„ vmi. \, i:\HONORABLE
|\HONORABLE LESLIE A. LEWIS
$¥•%*: ?3£f& : Ibistrict Court Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the 2JJ*_ day of May, 2006, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law was served, via first-class mail,
postage prepaid, upon the following:
Ray G. Martineau
Attorney at Law
Suite 450
3098 Highland Drive
Salt Lake City, Utah 84106

-5-
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